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Abstract. To improve the performance and wellbeing of humans in complex
human-computer interaction settings, an interesting challenge for an ambient
(or pervasive) agent system is to recognise the emotions of humans. To this end,
this paper introduces a computational model to estimate the process of emotion
generation based on certain triggers. The model has been implemented and
tested using the modelling language LEADSTO. A first evaluation indicates
that the model is successful in estimating a person’s emotions, and is robust to
different parameter settings.

1 Introduction
Ambient Intelligence [1], [2] represents a vision of the future where we will be surrounded by pervasive and unobtrusive electronic environments, which are sensitive,
and responsive to humans. Such an environment has a certain degree of awareness of
the presence and states of living creatures in it, and supports their activities. It analyses their behaviour, and may anticipate on it. Ambient Intelligence (AmI) integrates
concepts from ubiquitous computing and Artificial Intelligence (AI) with the vision
that technology will become invisible, embedded in our natural surroundings, present
whenever we need it, attuned to the humans’ senses, and adaptive to them. In an ambient intelligent environment, people are surrounded by networks of embedded intelligent devices that can sense their state, anticipate, and when relevant adapt to their
needs. Therefore, the environment should be able to determine which actions have to
be undertaken in order to keep this state optimal. For this purpose, it has to be
equipped with knowledge about the relevant physiological and/or psychological aspects of human functioning.
In Cognitive Science and many other human-directed scientific areas (such as psychology, neurosciences, and biomedical sciences), models have been and are being
developed for a variety of aspects of human functioning, among which visual attention, emotional processes, stress and workload. If such models of human processes are
represented in a formal and computational format, and incorporated in the human
environment in devices that monitor the physical and mental state of the human
(cf. [19]) then such devices are able to perform a more in-depth analysis of the human’s functioning. This can result in an environment that may more effectively affect
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the state of humans by undertaking - in a knowledgeable manner - certain actions
that improve their wellbeing and performance. For example, the workspaces of naval
officers may include systems that, among others, track their eye movements and
characteristics of incoming stimuli (e.g., airplanes on a radar screen), and use this
information in a computational model that is able to estimate where their attention is
focused at; see [8]. When it turns out that an officer neglects parts of a radar screen,
such a system can either indicate this to the person or arrange on the background that
another person or computer system takes care of this neglected part. In these types of
applications, an ambience is created that has a better awareness and understanding of
humans, based on computationally formalised knowledge from the human-directed
disciplines.
Within the last decade, the literature in Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence shows an increasing amount of attempts to develop (computational) models of
processes related to emotion [3]. In general, two classes of approaches can be distinguished: those that focus on emotion elicitation processes e.g., [5], [13], and those
that focus on emotion regulation (or coping) processes e.g., [10], [20]. The first process addresses the way how human beings develop emotions, based on stimuli from the
environment e.g., [14] whereas the second process addresses the way how humans
control their emotions in case they do not correspond with the emotions they desire to
have e.g., [17].
The current paper focuses on the former, i.e., on emotion generation processes. Its
main aim is to present a generic model of emotion generation, which can be used by
ambient systems to get insight in the emotion generation processes of a human.
Moreover, the model should be adaptive, i.e., it should be able to learn individual
characteristics of a person, based on experiences with this person. The idea is that the
ambient system observes the environment (e.g., which positive and negative events
happen?) and the behaviour (e.g., which emotional expressions and actions does the
human show, and for how long?) of a human in a certain scenario for a certain period,
and uses this information to determine the characteristics of this person with respect
to emotion generation. Examples of conclusions that the system may draw are “this
person is in the process of becoming angry”, or “this person is so angry that (s)he
must be calmed down immediately”. This information will allow the system to continuously estimate the emotional state of the human, but also to predict its emotional
state in future situations. When necessary, it will then use this information for adaptive support. For example, in settings where humans and machines have to cooperate
in complex and dynamic environments (e.g., the naval warfare case described above),
the system could encourage the human when it predicts he will become sad, or take
over some of his tasks when he is becoming angry.
In Section 2, the model for emotion generation is described at a conceptual level,
using the modelling language LEADSTO [6]. The idea is that the model is so generic
that it can be applied to any arbitrary domain. Section 3 described the model to estimate emotion generation, based on the concept of Theory of Mind. In Section 4, a
number of simulation results are shown that were generated based on this model.
Finally, in Section 5, the model is evaluated and conclusions are drawn.
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2 A Model for Emotion Generation
In this section, the model for emotion generation will be described at an intuitive,
conceptual level, using the agent-based modelling language LEADSTO [6]. This
language allows the modeller to integrate both qualitative, logical aspects and quantitative, numerical aspects. In LEADSTO, direct temporal dependencies between two
state properties in successive states are modelled by executable dynamic properties.
The format is defined as follows: let α and β be state properties of the form ‘conjunction of ground atoms or negations of ground atoms’. In LEADSTO the notation
α→
→e, f, g, h β means:
If
then

state property α holds for a certain time interval with duration g,
after some delay (between e and f) state property β will hold
for a certain time interval of length h.

Here atomic state properties can have a qualitative, logical format, such as an expression desire(d), expressing that desire d occurs, or a quantitative, numerical format
such as an expression has_value(x, v) which expresses that variable x has value v. For
more details, see [6].
In Section 2.1, first a global overview of the model will be provided. Next, Section
2.2 will present the formalisation of the model in LEADSTO.
2.1 Emotion Generation Based on a Body Loop
In this and the next section the model to generate emotional states for a given stimulus
is introduced. It adopts from [13] the idea of a ‘body loop’ and ‘as if body loop’, but
extends this by making these loops recursive. According to the original idea, emotion
generation via a body loop roughly proceeds according to the following causal chain;
see [7], [13]:
sensing a stimulus → sensory representation of stimulus →
(preparation for) bodily response → sensing the bodily response →
sensory representation of the bodily response → feeling the emotion
As a variation, an ‘as if body loop’ uses a causal relation
preparation for bodily response →
sensory representation of the bodily response
as a shortcut in the causal chain. In the model used here an essential addition is that
the body loop (or as if body loop) is extended to a recursive body loop (or recursive as
if body loop) by assuming that the preparation of the bodily response is also affected
by the state of feeling the emotion (also called emotional feeling):
feeling the emotion → preparation for bodily response
as an additional causal relation. Thus the obtained model is based on reciprocal
causation relations between emotional feeling and body states, as roughly shown in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Recursive body loop

Both the bodily response and the emotional feeling are assigned a level or gradation, expressed by a number, which is assumed dynamic. The causal cycle is modelled
as a positive feedback loop, triggered by the stimulus and converging to a certain
level of emotional feeling and body state. Here in each round of the cycle the next
body state has a level that is affected by both the level of the stimulus and of the emotional feeling state, and the next level of the emotional feeling is based on the level of
the body state. In the more detailed model described below, the combined effect of
the levels of the stimulus and the emotional state on the body state is modelled as a
weighted sum (with equal weights 0.5 in this case). This implies that the pattern of
generation (and extinction) of an emotion upon a stimulus is as shown in Figure 2
(where the horizontal axis denotes time and the vertical axis denotes the level of experienced emotion).

Fig. 2. Pattern of emotion generation and extinction by a recursive body loop

2.2 Formalisation of the Emotion Generation Model
The specification (both informally and formally) of the model for emotion generation
based on a recursive body loop is as follows. This model is based on dynamic Local
Properties (LP), expressing the basic mechanisms of the process.
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LP1 Sensing a stimulus
If a negative stimulus occurs, then a sensor state for the negative stimulus will occur.
neg_stimulus →
→ has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus))

LP2 Generating a sensory representation of a stimulus
If a sensor state for a negative stimulus occurs,
then a sensory representation for the negative stimulus will occur.
has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)) →
→ has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus))

LP3 From sensory representation and emotion to preparation
If a sensory representation for a negative stimulus occurs and emotion e has level v,
then a preparation state for facial expression f will occur with level α * v + (1-α) * 1
has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus)) & has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) →
→
has_state(human, preparation_state(f, α * v + (1-α) * 1 ))

If no sensory representation for a negative stimulus occurs and emotion e has level v,
then a preparation state for facial expression f will occur with level v/2.
not has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus)) & has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) →
→
has_state(human, preparation_state(f, v/2))

LP4 From preparation to body modification
If a preparation state for facial expression f occurs with level v,
then the face is modified to express f with level v.
has_state(human, preparation_state(f, v)) →
→ has_state(human, effector_state(f, v))

LP5 From body modification to modified body
If the face is modified to express f with level v,
then the face will have expression f with level v.
has_state(human, effector_state(f, v)) →
→ has_state(human, own_face(f, v))

LP6 Sensing a body state
If facial expression f with level v occurs,
then this facial expression is sensed.
has_state(human, own_face(f, v)) →
→ has_state(human, sensor_state(f, v))

LP7 Generating a sensory representation of a body state
If facial expression f of level v is sensed,
then a sensory representation for facial expression f with level v will occur.
has_state(human, sensor_state(f, v)) →
→ has_state(human, srs(f, v))

LP8 From sensory representation of body state to emotion
If a sensory representation for facial expression f with level v occurs,
then emotion e is felt with level v.
has_state(human, srs(f, v)) →
→ has_state(human, emotion(e, v))

3 A Theory of Mind Model to Estimate Emotion Generation
So far, a model was presented that describes a person’s mental states and the relations
between them at a global level. However, to be able to provide some intelligent support,
an ambient system somehow needs the capability to attribute instances of these mental
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states to a human, and to reason about these. In psychology, this capability is often
referred to as Theory of Mind (or ToM, see, e.g., [4]). According to [9], (human and
software) agents can exploit a ToM for two purposes: to anticipate the behaviour of
other agents (e.g., preparing for certain actions that the other will perform), and to manipulate it (e.g., trying to bring the other in a certain state in which he will perform certain desired actions, or not perform certain unwanted actions).
A number of approaches in the literature address the development of formal models for ToM, e.g., [9], [21]. Usually, such models focus on the epistemic (e.g., beliefs)
and/or motivational states (e.g., desires, intentions) of other agents. However, since
the concept of emotions nowadays is receiving more and more attention, such models
ideally also address emotions. This idea is in line with the theories of many Cognitive
Scientists like Gärdenfors [15], who claims that humans have a ToM that is not only
about beliefs, desires, and intentions, but also about other mental states like emotional
and attentional states [15]. Based on these ideas, this paper proposes to apply a ToM
to a model for emotion generation as described in the previous section.
3.1 Formalisation of a Theory of Mind Model to Estimate Emotion Generation
In order to obtain a Theory of Mind model for generated emotions, the idea of recursive modelling is used [21]. This means that the beliefs that agents have about each
other are represented in a nested manner. To this end, each mental state is parameterised with the name of the agent that is considered, creating concepts like
has_state(human, emotion(e, 0.5)) and has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus)). In
addition, a number of meta-representations, expressed by meta-predicates are introduced. For example, has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, 0.7)))) states that the
Ambient Agent (AA) believes that the human has an emotion level of 0.7. The agent
AA has also beliefs about relationships between mental states of the human. This is
represented in the format:
has_state(AA, belief(leads_to_after(I, J, D)))

which expresses that when state property I occurs, then after time duration D state
property J will occur. An example of a specific case of this is when it is taken:
I
J
D

has_state(human, srs(f, v))
has_state(human, emotion(e, v))
1

With these instances for the variables the representation becomes
has_state(AA, belief(leads_to_after(has_state(human, srs(f, v)),
has_state(human, emotion(e, v)), 1)))

This expresses that agent AA believes that when for the human state property
occurs, then after one time unit state property emotion(e, v) will occur. In such a
way it is expressed that agent AA believes that the emotion generation model presented in Section 2 holds. Temporal reasoning based on this model is performed by
agent AA using the general reasoning rule

srs(f, v)

has_state(AA, belief(at(I, T))) ∧ has_state(AA, belief(leads_to_after(I, J, D))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(at(J, T+D)))

This rule can be considered a temporal forward simulation rule.
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3.2 Adaptive Aspects in the Model
The model for emotion generation discussed in Section 2 includes a parameter α for
the persistence of an emotional state. The value of such a parameter may not be easy
to determine, and may differ between different individuals. Therefore a more realistic
approach should include capabilities to adapt and fine tune the value of this parameter. Such a capability has been incorporated in the model. To this end, first the emotion generation model was rewritten to a differential equation model, as follows.
emotionlevel(t+1) = α emotionlevel(t) + (1 – α) s(t)
emotionlevel(t+1) – emotionlevel(t) = - (1 – α) emotionlevel(t) + (1 – α) s(t)
= (1 – α) (s(t) – emotionlevel(t))
d/dt (s(t) - emotionlevel(t)) = - (1 - α) (s(t) – emotionlevel(t))
Here s(t) is the level of the stimulus over time. Note that the time unit here covers
exactly one cycle of update of the emotion level (that is 6 time steps in the simulation). This differential equation has the following solution:
s(t) - emotionlevel(t) = (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)) e –(1 – α)t
emotionlevel(t) = s(t) - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)) e –(1 – α)t
The next step is to identify the sensitivity of the emotion level with respect to a
change of α. To this end the partial derivative with respect to α is:
∂/∂α emotionlevel(t) = ∂/∂α (s(t) - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)) e –(1 – α)t)
= - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)) ∂ /∂α (e –(1 – α)t)
= - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)). t . e –(1 – α)t
When at time point t a difference d(t) = Δ emotionlevel(t) in observed emotion
level1 and calculated emotion level is detected, then based on the derivative w.r.t α
this Δ emotionlevel(t) can be related to a difference Δα in α, as follows:
d(t) = Δ emotionlevel(t) = ∂/∂α emotionlevel(t) . Δα
= - (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)). t . e –(1 – α)t. Δα
So
Δα = - d(t) / (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)). t . e –(1 – α)t.
This is used in the adaptation process of α with adaptation speed factor γ as follows:
new α = α + γ Δα = α - γ . d(t) / (s(0) - emotionlevel(0)). t . e –(1 – α)t
When at time 0 the stimulus is 1 and the emotion is 0, this becomes:
new α = α + γ Δα = α - γ . d(t) / t . e –(1 – α)t
Here, for example, γ can be taken 0.9. If t and d(t) are given, the new α can be calculated using this formula. Within LEADSTO, this mechanism is modelled via the
following rules:
LP9 Adapt estimated alpha
Adapt the estimation of α based on the difference in observed and calculated emotion
level.
real_emotion_available & estimated_alpha(a) & current_time(t) & has_state(human, emotion(e, v1)) & has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) →
→
estimated_alpha(a - gamma * (v1-v2) / (t * 2.71828 ^ (-1 * (1-a) * t)))
1

Hence, this approach assumes that every now and then the real emotion level can be observed.
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LP10 Take over observed emotion level
If the real emotion level can be observed, use that level in the model (instead of the
calculated level).
real_emotion_available & has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v))))

4 Simulation Results
To test the behaviour of the model to estimate emotion generation, it has been used to
perform a number of simulation runs within the LEADSTO simulation environment
[6]. The model was tested in a small scenario, involving an ambient agent and a human (indicated by AA and human, respectively). The agent AA was equipped with the
model to estimate emotion generation. The central emotion used in the scenario is
anger. In order to simulate this, every now and then certain events take place, which
influence the level of anger of the human either positively (e.g., a request for an annoying task) or negatively (e.g., the removal of an annoying task from the todo list).
The main goal of the agent is to estimate the level of anger of the human. To this end,
it starts with some default model of the human’s emotion generation dynamics, and
then keeps on updating this using the strategies explained earlier. When the human
becomes too angry, the ambient agent can take measures to calm him down (e.g., removing an annoying task from the todo list, or taking away an annoying stimulus). In
Section 3.1 it was explained how in the model representations of the form
has_state(AA, belief(leads_to_after(I, J, D)))

together with one forward simulation rule were used. For the sake of simplicity within
the simulation the general rule was replaced by instantiated versions, some of which
are shown below (i.e., LP12-LP19; note that the explicit temporal dependencies have
been left out as well). The first property specifies how the agent AA observes that the
human senses a stimulus.
LP11 Observing human’s sensing negative stimulus
If the human senses a negative stimulus then the ambient agent AA will observe this.
has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)) →
→
has_state(AA, observed(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus))))

LP12 Belief generation of human’s sensing negative stimulus
If the ambient agent observes that the human senses a negative stimulus, then it will
generate a belief on it.
has_state(AA, observed(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus))))

LP13 Generating a sensory representation of human sensing negative stimulus
If AA believes that the human senses a negative stimulus, then it will generate a belief
that the human will have a sensory representation for this stimulus.
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus))))
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LP14 From sensory representation and emotion to preparation
If AA believes that the human has a sensory representation for a negative stimulus
and AA believes that the human has emotion e with level v, then it will generate the
belief that the human’s preparation state for facial expression f will occur with level
α * v + (1-α) * 1.
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus)))) &
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, preparation_state(f, α * v + (1-α) * 1 ))))

If AA believes that the human has NO sensory representation for a negative stimulus
and AA believes that the human has emotion e with level v, then it will generate
the belief that the human’s preparation state for facial expression f will occur with
level v/2.
not(has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(neg_stimulus))))) &
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, preparation_state(f, v/2 ))))

LP15 From preparation to body modification
If AA believes that the human’s preparation state for facial expression f with level v
occurred, then it will believe that the humans’ face is modified to express f with
level v.
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, preparation_state(f, v)))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(f, v))))

LP16 From body modification to modified body
If AA believes that the human’s face is modified to express f with level v, then it will
believe that the human’s face will have expression f with level v.
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, effector_state(f, v)))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, own_face(f, v))))

LP17 Sensing a body state
If AA believes that the human’s face has expression f with level v, then it will believe
that the human will sense this facial expression.
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, own_face(f, v)))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(f, v))))

LP18 Generating a sensory representation of a body state
If AA believes that the human has sensed facial expression f with level v, then it
will believe that the human has a sensory representation for facial expression f with
level v.
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(f, v)))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(f, v))))

LP19 From sensory representation of body state to emotion
If AA believes that the human has a sensory representation for facial expression f
with level v, then it will believe that the human has emotion e with level v.
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, srs(f, v)))) →
→
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v))))

In addition, a number of other rules have been established to model the behaviour
of the human and the ambient agent, and its effect on the world:
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LP20 Intervention by the Ambient Agent
If AA believes that the human has emotion e with level v which is higher than a certain threshold th1, then it will remove a negative stimulus.
has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, emotion(e, v)))) & v ≥ th1 →
→
has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus))

LP21 Effect of intervention in the world
As long as AA does not remove a negative stimulus, it persists in the world.
not has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus)) →
→ neg_stimulus

LP22 Performance of human
If the human has emotion e with level v which is higher than a certain threshold th2,
then (s)he will show bad performance.
has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) & v ≥ th2 →
→ has_state(human, performed(bad_performance))

If the human has emotion e with level v which is lower than threshold th2, then (s)he
will show good performance.
has_state(human, emotion(e, v)) & v < th2 →
→ has_state(human, performed(good_performance))

Based on the model, a number of simulations (under different parameter settings)
have been performed, and some of the simulation traces are included in this section
for analysis; see Figure 3 to Figure 6. In all of these figures, where time is on the
horizontal axis, the upper part shows the time periods, in which the binary logical

Fig. 3. Simulation Trace 1 - Estimated α is equal to real α
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Fig. 4. Simulation Trace 2 - Estimated α is higher than real α

state properties hold (indicated by the dark lines); for example; neg_stimulus, estiand has_state(AA, belief(has_state(human, sensor_state(neg_stimulus)))).
Below this part, quantitative information is provided about the human’s actual emotion level, and the Ambient Agent’s estimation of this emotion level, respectively.
Values for these levels for the different time periods are shown by the dark lines. For
example, in Figure 3, at time point 10 AA estimates that the human’s emotion level is
0.5, but this increases to 0.75 at time point 15 and further. The graphs show how the
recursive body loop approximates a state for emotion with value 1. Note that only a
selection of relevant state properties is shown.

mated_alpha(X),

Trace 1
This trace (see Figure 3), shows a normal situation, in which the estimated α is equal
to the real α indicated in the upper part of the Figure 3, by state properties estimated_alpha(0.5) and alpha(0.5) respectively. As shown in the figure, the Ambient
Agent removes the negative stimulus exactly at the right moments (i.e., at time point
22, 59, and 95). As a result, the human never shows bad performance. Note that, in
this trace (as well as the next two), threshold th1 for intervention (see LP15) was set to
0.8, and threshold th2 for negative performance (see LP17) was set to 0.95.
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Fig. 5. Simulation Trace 3 - Estimated α is lower than real α

Trace 2
This trace (see Figure 4), shows a situation in which the estimated α (0.8) is higher
than the real α (0.5), as indicated in the upper part of the Figure 4. As shown in the
figure, the Ambient Agent estimates the level of emotion of the human much too low,
so that it is too late in removing the negative stimulus, indicated in the upper part by
state property has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus)) at time point 52. This is too
late, because, as shown in the “actual emotion” graph below, the human’s emotion
level has gone too high already at time point 32. As a result, the human shows bad
performance at time point 33 (as indicated by the state property has_state(human, performed(bad_performance)) in the upper part of Figure 4).
Trace 3
This trace (see Figure 5) shows a situation in which the estimated α (0.2) is lower
than the real α (0.5), as indicated in the upper part of the Figure 5. As shown in the
figure, the Ambient Agent estimates the level of emotion of the human too high, so
that it is a bit too early in removing the negative stimulus, as indicated in the upper
part by property has_state(AA, performed(remove_neg_stimulus)) at time point 11. This is
not a crucial error (the human does not show bad performance), but it is a waste of
energy.
Trace 4
This trace (see Figure 6) shows a situation in which the estimated α is learned. In this
trace, speed factor γ (see LP9) was set to 0.9, threshold th1 was set to 0.5, and th2 was
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Fig. 6. Simulation Trace 4 - Estimated α is adapted

set to 0.95. As shown in the figure, the Ambient Agent initially estimates the level of
emotion of the human much too low, indicated in the upper part by the state property
estimated_alpha(0.8). As a result, at time point 32, the human’s emotion level has gone
too high (shown in the “actual emotion” graph below), so that AA is too late in removing the negative stimulus. However, after information about the real emotion became available (at time point 35) (shown by state property real_emotion_available), AA
changes its estimation of α (from 0.8 to 0.65). As a result, from then on the agent estimates the emotion much better, and removes the stimulus at the right moments (at
time points 67 and 93), so that the human does not show bad performance anymore.
All in all, the model has been used to generate a large number of simulation traces,
using different parameter settings for the real and estimated parameter α. Due to
space limitations, not all of these results are shown here. However, the simulation
experiments pointed out that the model in general is successful in estimating a (simulated) person’s emotion generation dynamics, and is robust to different parameter
settings.
The obvious next step is to test the model in a real world setting. This can be
done, for example, in a laboratory experiment where a person is asked to perform a
computer task during which certain emotion-eliciting events occur. To measure the
person’s emotional reactions to these events, recent methods to recognise levels of
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emotion based on facial expressions may be employed e.g., [11], [12], [16], [18],
[22], [24].

5 Discussion
To improve the performance and wellbeing of humans in complex human-computer
interaction settings, ambient systems need to assess many aspects of the human’s
state. In addition to its state of awareness, stress, and motivation, the system needs to
assess the human’s emotional state, and more specifically, its emotion generation capabilities. One step further, the system requires the ability to reason about these emotion generation capabilities, and to make predictions based on them. For example, if
the system knows that the human is very quick in developing a state of anger, this will
be useful to determine how to communicate with the user for the next hours.
As a first step in this direction, the current paper introduces an adaptive computational model to estimate emotion generation processes. The model combines two
main components, namely a model for emotion generation (inspired by [13]) and a
model for Theory of Mind cf. [21]. The model has been implemented using the modelling language LEADSTO, and has been tested under different parameter settings.
The model is based on several important assumptions. For one, it is assumed that it
is possible to measure a person’s emotional reactions to certain events. The simulation
runs, abstract from a specific technique that may be used for this, but in real world
experiments, obviously this cannot be done anymore. For future research the plan is to
test the model in laboratory experiments; here emotion recognition approaches like
[11], [12], [16], [18], [22], [24] may be used. In recent years, such approaches have
proven to be very adequate in recognising emotion elicitation processes in humans.
Future work should point out how different types of approaches can be compared.
One of these differences may be the possibility to reason over time about the emotion
generation process, for example, to predict future emotions, or to predict effects of a
certain intervention on the emotion level.
Another interesting direction for further research is to explore the possibilities to
apply the model to computer-computer interaction instead of human-computer interaction settings. For example, a recent trend in the development of intelligent virtual
agents (IVAs, see [23]) is to equip them with emotions and emotion generation
mechanisms (e.g., [5], [20]). As soon as such IVAs start to communicate with each
other, it will be useful for them to have insight in each other’s emotions, and to make
predictions about them. It may be expected that the generic setup of the model presented here allows it to be equally well applicable to software agents as to humans.
Therefore, it may eventually be applied in larger systems where a number of real humans and virtual humans have to cooperate.
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